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S O F T  R O B O T S

Controlling subterranean forces enables a fast, 
steerable, burrowing soft robot
Nicholas D. Naclerio1*, Andras Karsai2, Mason Murray-Cooper2, Yasemin Ozkan-Aydin2, 
Enes Aydin2, Daniel I. Goldman2, Elliot W. Hawkes1

Robotic navigation on land, through air, and in water is well researched; numerous robots have successfully 
demonstrated motion in these environments. However, one frontier for robotic locomotion remains largely 
unexplored—below ground. Subterranean navigation is simply hard to do, in part because the interaction forces 
of underground motion are higher than in air or water by orders of magnitude and because we lack for these in-
teractions a robust fundamental physics understanding. We present and test three hypotheses, derived from bio-
logical observation and the physics of granular intrusion, and use the results to inform the design of our burrowing 
robot. These results reveal that (i) tip extension reduces total drag by an amount equal to the skin drag of the 
body, (ii) granular aeration via tip-based airflow reduces drag with a nonlinear dependence on depth and flow 
angle, and (iii) variation of the angle of the tip-based flow has a nonmonotonic effect on lift in granular media. 
Informed by these results, we realize a steerable, root-like soft robot that controls subterranean lift and drag forces 
to burrow faster than previous approaches by over an order of magnitude and does so through real sand. We also 
demonstrate that the robot can modulate its pullout force by an order of magnitude and control its direction of 
motion in both the horizontal and vertical planes to navigate around subterranean obstacles. Our results advance 
the understanding and capabilities of robotic subterranean locomotion.

INTRODUCTION
Robots are well suited for navigating extreme environments such as 
outer space, ocean floors, or disaster scenes where it is dangerous or 
expensive for humans to enter. Robots such as NASA’s Mars Curiosity 
rover (1), Jason Jr.—the remotely operated vehicle that helped find 
the Titanic (2)—and TEPCO’s series of robots for accessing the reac-
tors of Fukushima (3) have contributed to scientific discovery, 
helped probe inaccessible locations, and captured the attention of 
the general public. Although many robots have been designed and 
built for these challenging environments, one underexamined ex-
treme environment is the subterranean world. The focus of this 
work is locomotion through such an environment, in particular, 
directly through granular media where no paths or tunnels exist.

Our understanding of subterranean locomotion is relatively lim-
ited when compared with the study of movement through gas and 
liquid, which established formalized principles enabling effective 
airplanes and submarines more than 100 years ago. Theories from 
aerodynamics and hydrodynamics can help inform terradynamic 
locomotion (4), but the physics of locomotion through the ground 
are fundamentally different from those of movement in air or water. 
Not only are the resistive drag forces in soil and granular media 
orders of magnitude greater than in air or water (5), but also a dif-
ferent type of lift force is present that diverts a symmetric burrower 
from its course (Fig. 1A). We study these two challenges to advance 
the field of terradynamics and inform the design of a robot that can 
overcome them.

The first challenge of subterranean locomotion is the drag force 
that directly resists movement (Fig. 1A). We focus specifically on 
dry granular media or collections of solid particles whose strength 

and normal resistive forces are created by frictional interactions 
without substantial cohesion, e.g., sand (6). The total drag force on 
a body in granular media can be computed via resistive force theory 
as the integral of normal and tangential forces caused by friction 
and pressure acting on it (4, 7). Because of gravity and friction, in a 
homogeneous granular medium, lithostatic pressure and yield strength 
increase linearly with depth (8, 9).

The second challenge is the interaction force that can divert a 
burrower from its intended course (Fig. 1A). This granular lift force 
is analogous to the lift force in fluids but is different in nature. The 
difference arises from the component of granular lift force that is 
caused by the gradient in lithostatic pressure, resulting in a yield 
strength gradient in the media. Because of this strength gradient, it is 
easier to push granular media up than it is to compact it down. Thus, 
the magnitude of the normal force acting on a deeper part of a moving 
object is higher than that acting on a shallower part, causing lift oppo-
site to gravity. Therefore, symmetric objects moving horizontally 
through granular media experience a vertical lift force (9–11), causing 
some projectiles to “j-hook” upward after affecting granular media at 
an oblique angle (12) and burrowing robots to surface (13). At the same 
time, for objects moving vertically downward, this component of 
lift still opposes gravity, becoming aligned with the drag force.

To overcome these two challenges of granular drag and lift forc-
es, most current burrowing methods rely on mechanisms enabled 
by large machines with stiff and massive components. Convention-
al methods such as auger drilling, hydraulic rotary drilling, and tun-
nel boring (14–17) effectively overcome these forces, but they are 
not ideal for small, minimally invasive, exploratory robots due to 
the heavy equipment required. Other mechanical burrowing meth-
ods have been proposed that would be more suitable for robots, 
including screw (18), reciprocating drill (19, 20), and hammer (21) 
mechanisms. An example robot application is NASA’s Interior Ex-
ploration using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy and Heat Transport 
(InSight) mission, which used a hammering mechanism to drive a 
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temperature probe into the martian regolith. In laboratory testing, 
the device was able to burrow up to 5 m deep in 12 hours (22), but 
after 2 years on Mars, it was ineffective (23), illustrating the challenges 

of robotic burrowing. Instead of trying to combat lift and drag forces 
directly, examples in living systems suggest an alternative: reduce and 
control the otherwise large subterranean interaction forces (Fig. 1B).

The first set of examples from nature uses tip extension, an effec-
tive method used by plant roots to burrow through soil (Fig. 1B, left). 
The mature, proximal region of a root can remain stationary relative 
to its surrounding while its apical tip extends, exerting more than 
1 MPa of pressure (24–26), sloughing cells, and excreting mucus (27–29). 
Tip extension allows the roots of a wild fig tree Ficus natalensis to 
extend as deep as 120 m (30) and those of a single American aspen 
(Populus tremuloides) clone to cover 0.433 km2 (31). Sadeghi, Mazzolai, 
and collaborators have pioneered tip- extending burrowing robots 
that “grow” by adding new material to their tips, realized either via 
additive manufacturing (32–34) or mechanically driven everting 
skins (35). Our group has pursued a pneumatically driven everting 
skin design (36, 37) due to its speed and simplicity.

Granular fluidization via the flow of fluid is another method 
found in effective burrowing organisms. Flow-based fluidization 
uses the pressure of an interstitial fluid passing through granular 
media to balance the gravitational force on the grains, suspending 
them in the fluid medium and allowing the particles to flow in shear 
(38). This reduces the medium’s yield strength and therefore the resist-
ive force that it can exert on an object (39). Some burrowing organ-
isms and their respective fluidization methods include the Pacific 
sandfish (Trichodon trichodon), which expels water from its gills 
(40); the mole crab (Emerita), which quickly rows its legs (38, 41); 
the southern sand octopus (Octopus kaurna), which expels a jet of 
water from its body (Fig. 1B, center) (42); and several clams (Ensis) 
that use the motion of their bodies and eject water from their shells 
(43, 44). The clams inspired two burrowing robots (45, 46), whereas 
a proposed lunar excavation method used a gas jet to excavate rego-
lith in a manner similar to the octopus (47). Fluidization is also used 
to reduce forces in the construction industry, such as in pile jetting 
(48) and sonic drilling (49–51).

Last, asymmetries are used by burrowing animals to control lift,
helping them maintain their course underground. Studies hypothe-
size that some desert-dwelling reptiles (52), such as the sandfish 
lizard (Scincus scincus) (Fig. 1B, right) (5, 53) and Western shovel- 
nosed snake (Chionactis occipitalis) (54), use the posture of their 
wedge-shaped heads to modulate lift while burrowing in sand. A 
downward-pointing nose may create negative lift to help diving, 
and an upward-pointing nose may create positive lift to aid in 
resurfacing. The effect of wedged-shaped tips has been demonstrated 
to affect both lift (5) and horizontal steering (55) for robots burrow-
ing in dry granular media.

Given the observed biological mechanisms of tip extension, 
granular fluidization, and tip asymmetries, as well as an under-
standing of resistive force theory, we form three hypotheses about 
the control of interaction forces on objects moving in granular me-
dia. Hypothesis 1: A tip-extending body will experience less drag force 
than an equally sized intruding body by an amount equal to its skin 
drag. Tip extension should reduce tangential forces along an ob-
ject’s body because it eliminates relative motion with respect to the 
granular media; thus, only normal forces at the tip will contribute to 
drag in this case. Hypothesis 2: When tip-based airflow aerates or 
fluidizes the local media in front of a moving object, the drag force 
on the object will reduce by an amount proportional to the magnitude 
of the component of flow in the direction of the object’s motion. 
Aeration should induce fluidization to reduce the strength of the 

Fig. 1. Overview of the motivation, inspirations, mechanisms, and design of 
the soft burrowing robot. (A) The drag, lift, and net buoyancy forces on a 1-cm- 
diameter steel cylinder moving at 4 m/s though granular media are qualitatively 
different than in a gas or liquid. Its drag is orders of magnitude higher, and a sym-
metric object experiences lift. (B) The mechanisms of this robot are inspired by 
plant roots, various aquatic organisms, and burrowing reptiles. (C) The robot fea-
tures three engineered mechanisms to improve burrowing: tip extension by ever-
sion to reduce skin drag, tip-based aeration and fluidization to reduce resistive 
forces, and asymmetric tip shape and airflow direction to overcome lift. (D) The 
robot features an everting body (blue) with a constrictor ring to seal it against the 
tip-flow air supply line (gray) that delivers both forward and downward airflow to 
the tip, with steering tendons (orange) for tip-localized steering.
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surrounding medium. Hypothesis 3: An asymmetric tip-based flow 
of air will control lift in granular media, reducing it by an amount 
proportional to the downward component of the airflow. Downward 
aeration should reduce the strength of the granular media below an 
object, thereby reducing the yield stress gradient that causes lift. Note 
that this is the opposite effect of what would occur in a gas or liquid, 
where the reaction force of a downward fluid jet would cause lift.

Here, we present (i) the results of experimental testing of our 
above hypotheses; (ii) the design, informed by these results, of a 
soft, steerable, burrowing robot with tip extension and directional 
fluidization and aeration; and (iii) the characterization and demon-
stration of the robot (Movie 1). The robot (Fig. 1 and fig. S1) builds 
upon our preliminary work on a vertical-burrowing device (36) to 
achieve the much more challenging tasks of controlled horizontal 
motion and steering. The robot realizes tip extension with a thin-
walled tubular body of inelastic airtight fabric, inverted back inside 
itself. When pressurized, the tube everts, passing new material out 
of the tip to extend (Fig. 1C, left). Local, directional airflow at the 
tip of the robot is achieved by passing air through the core of the 
robot and out of the tip (Fig. 1C, center). Two nozzles at the robot’s 
tip provide separate air supplies, one in line with the robot body for 
drag reduction and the other perpendicular to it for asymmetric 
flow and lift reduction (Fig. 1C, right). The robot is steered by ten-
dons along the outside of its body that, when shortened, turn the tip 
of the robot. Although various other designs have been proposed 
for burrowing robots (56–59), few have demonstrated subterranean 
steering capabilities. Those that have demonstrated steering (33, 55) 
have only done so in glass or plastic beads at speeds over an order of 
magnitude slower than our device. The most well-known subterranean 
steering technology remains directional drilling (60); however, it 
requires heavy machinery and cannot create sharp turns. This robot 
provides a next step toward a practical burrowing robot—a tool for 
a wide range of shallow burrowing applications in sandy environ-
ments, noninvasive irrigation installation, pipe inspection, and 
extraterrestrial anchoring and soil sampling.

RESULTS
This section includes experimental testing of our three hypotheses, 
the design of the robot based on our experimental findings, and 
tests to characterize the performance and capabilities of the bur-
rowing robot.

Experimental testing
Tip extension reduces overall drag  
by an amount equal to skin drag
To test Hypothesis 1, which tip extension reduces drag force com-
pared with intrusion by an amount equal to the skin drag, we com-
pared the drag force exerted on a tip-extending robot with that on a 
rigid intruder in loose, dry sand (polydisperse silica particles 300-
850 m in diameter; see Materials and Methods). The results (Fig. 2) 
show that drag force during tip extension remained nearly constant, 
whereas during intrusion, it increased approximately linearly with 
length. Further, extrapolation of the two datasets suggests that they 
intersect near zero length. Together, these data suggest that, in sup-
port of the hypothesis, both the extending robot and rigid intruder 
experience the same frontal drag (∼25 N), and the higher total drag 
on the intruder is indeed equal to the length-dependent skin drag.
Local granular fluidization reduces drag with nonlinear 
dependence on depth and airflow angle
Hypothesis 2 predicts that local aeration and granular fluidization 
reduces drag by an amount proportional to the component of the 
airflow in the direction of motion. To test this hypothesis, we con-
ducted experiments in both the vertical and horizontal directions of 
motion with tip-localized airflow and found that the relationships 
between flow rate and drag were more complicated than predicted. 
In the first test, we measured the drag force on an intruder plunged 
vertically into a bed of loose, dry sand while we varied airflow rates 
(see Materials and Methods). As shown in Fig. 3, without airflow, 
force increases approximately linearly with depth; however, for higher 
flow rates, the relationship is nonlinear, with the force reduction 
becoming less substantial after a critical depth. This critical depth 
increases approximately linearly with flow rates above 21 liters/min, 
whereas power (fluidization air pressure times flow rate) increases 
exponentially (fig. S2). Although the force reduction was hypothe-
sized, we did not expect this nonlinear behavior.

In the second test, we measured the resistive force on a horizon-
tally oriented cylindrical intruder dragged horizontally through the 
sand. We varied both tip-localized airflow rate and angle from in line 
to perpendicular to the direction of movement (see Materials and 
Methods). The measured drag forces at a depth of 43 and 80 mm 

Fig. 2. Tip extension reduces resistive force by an amount equal to skin drag. 
Plot of the measured force required to advance both a rigid intruder (black) and a 
tip-extending robot (blue) horizontally in loose, dry sand. Linear fit lines (dashed) 
intersect at 26.8 N. Diameter = 22 mm, N = 4 trials; shaded error bars represent ±1 SD.

Movie 1. Overview of robotic burrowing with tip extension and granular 
fluidization. This video summarizes how tip extension, air fluidization, and asym-
metry were used to create a soft burrowing robot.
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are shown in Fig. 4 (B and C), respectively. The data show that drag 
decreased roughly proportionally with increasing flow rates, as ex-
pected by our hypothesis. However, in contrast to our hypothesis, 
the drag reduction was not proportional to the component of air-
flow in the direction of motion: Perpendicular airflow also resulted 
in substantial drag reduction. Thus, our data show that nonaligned 
flows are less effective than aligned flows, but the magnitude of re-
duction is not as simple as a proportional term equal to the vector 
component of the airflow in the movement direction.
Asymmetric tip-based airflow reduces lift with nonmonotonic 
dependence on flow angle
We next tested our third and final hypothesis that asymmetric, di-
rected airflow reduces lift by an amount proportional to the vertical 
component of the flow. Using the same setup as in the previous experi-
ment, we measured lift forces on the intruder because it was dragged 
horizontally at two depths through a bed of loose, dry sand with var-
ious airflow rates and angles. Tests at depths of 43 and 80 mm are 
presented in Fig. 4 (D and E), respectively. At a depth of 43 mm 
without airflow, the symmetric intruder experienced a roughly 
constant positive lift of 1.4 ± 0.2 N in all tests. Increasing the flow 
rate decreased lift at most airflow angles. However, in contrast to 
our hypothesis, the airflow angle exhibited a nonmonotonic influ-
ence on lift. For shallow airflow angles between 0° and 30°, an 
increase in airflow angle meant an increase in lift to a maximum at 
30 for all flow rates. Yet, as the angle increased from 30° to 60°, lift 
decreased to a minimum of nearly zero at the maximum flow rate, 
which remained roughly constant for angles between 60° and 90°. 
The results at a depth of 80 mm show a similar trend, with lower 
angles being less effective and higher angles being more effective at 
lift reduction. The local maximum is less pronounced, however. 
Although the lift reduction at high angles and flow rates was pre-
dicted by our hypothesis, the nonmonotonic behavior and local 
maximum at 30° were unexpected.
Robot design
On the basis of the experimental findings of the previous section, 
we designed a soft burrowing robot that uses tip extension to elim-
inate skin drag, tip-based flow to reduce form drag, and directional 

tip flow combined with an asymmetric tip shape to control lift. This 
combination of tip extension and tip-based flow enables the robot 
to steer in curved shapes in dry sand (similar to that found in beach 
or desert dunes). First, we describe the design of the tip-extending 
robot body, then of the tip-based flow device, and lastly of the 
tendon steering mechanism, as shown in Fig. 1D and fig. S1.
Tip-extending body
Our tip-extending robot body is based on the principle that an in-
verted thin-walled tube everts when pressurized, as we previously 
demonstrated for above-ground vine-like robots (61). Because the 
interaction forces and internal pressures are higher than in these 
previous everting robots, there are more stringent requirements on 
the mechanical properties of the “skin” material. The skin must be 
circumferentially strong to resist the high hoop stress from internal 
pressure, torsionally stiff to resist twisting while turning, yet flexible 
to allow eversion. Our solution to this set of requirements is a cus-
tom bilayer composite airtight fabric, comprising a first layer with 
threads oriented axially and circumferentially and a second layer 
with threads oriented at 45° to these for torsional stiffness (see 
Materials and Methods).

We choose an intermediate scale for the diameter of the body 
(roughly 6 cm) based on trade-offs in scaling effects that make small 
and large diameters less desirable. In the first scaling effect, the 
maximum internal pressure of a robot decreases linearly with in-
creasing diameter because of the linearly increasing hoop stress. 
Second, the pressure required to overcome the internal resistance 
during eversion decreases quadratically with increasing diameter 
(62). Last, both the force and the robot can apply to the medium at 
its tip and form drag scale proportionally with cross-sectional area 
balancing each other, regardless of diameter. With these three scaling 
trends in hand, there is an intermediate diameter where the difference 
between the maximum internal pressure and the pressure to over-
come internal resistance is largest.
Tip-based flow device
To add airflow to the tip-extending body, we designed a tip-based 
flow device. To vary the tip flow direction, we use a two-nozzle sys-
tem, each with its own air supply line; one nozzle is in line with the 
long axis of the body, whereas the other is oriented at 90° from this 
axis. Varying the flow between the two nozzles allows an approxi-
mate control over the flow direction. The two-channel air supply 
line runs through the core of the inverted body and is pushed for-
ward as the robot grows.

The results of testing Hypothesis 3 show that tip-based airflow 
can reduce lift to nearly zero, but it is inconclusive whether it can 
produce negative lift, so we added a small asymmetric wedge at the 
tip that generates negative lift. The wedge projects out in front of 
the tip of the robot, so that its effects are not negated by localized 
aeration or fluidization. The combination of airflow and a wedge is 
synergistic. Airflow alone cannot cause the robot to dive, and a wedge 
alone would need to be very large to mitigate the full lift force, thus 
creating high drag. However, in combination, aeration can reduce 
drag and mostly eliminate lift, meaning only a small wedge (low 
drag) is required to have net negative lift. By modulating the amount 
of airflow in such a setup, we can control the lift experienced by the 
moving robot.
Steering
We steer the robot with pull tendons that run the length of the 
body, which each applies a moment to the entire body but only 
turns the tip of the robot. Tip extension allows only the tip of the 

Fig. 3. Tip-based airflow reduces resistive force in vertical penetration in sand 
with a nonlinear dependence on depth. Resistive force versus depth for various 
tip flow rates plotted. Tip flow decreases resistive force to near zero until a critical 
depth beyond which it is less effective. N = 3 trials; shaded error bars represent ±1 SD.
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robot to move with respect to the sand while the body is locked in 
place by the stationary sand. This tip-localized steering allows non-
constant curvature shapes to be created with pull-tendons that run 
the length of the body. Although three tendons would allow three- 
dimensional motion, four tendons are used to allow simplified con-
trol with left-right and up-down steering. In this work, we use 
visual feedback to locate the robot via a mast that protrudes from 
the sand. However, localization of the buried robot tip could be 
achieved by existing methods including magnetic tracking (63, 64), 
inertial measurement units coupled with length sensing (65), or 
optical fiber sensing (66).

Whereas simply pulling the “left” or “right” tendon is sufficient 
for steering in the horizontal plane, moving outside of this plane is 
more complicated due to the effects of lift and aeration or fluidiza-
tion. To transition from horizontal burrowing to vertical diving, the 
robot requires negative lift. Simply pulling the “down” tendon is 

ineffective, because instead of the tip 
moving down, the proximal part of the 
body lifts up into the lower strength 
sand above it. We therefore require 
an additional downward airflow to 
dive. Transitioning from horizontal 
burrowing to vertical rising is easier 
and can be done either by pulling the 
“up” tendon or by reducing downward 
airflow. Turning from vertical diving 
to horizontal burrowing is also rela-
tively easy because lift can again be 
used. The final transition from verti-
cal rising to horizontal burrowing is 
not tested in this work but could be 
achieved with directed airflow and 
tendon steering.
Burrowing robot characterization 
and performance
We conducted a series of tests to char-
acterize the effects of tip extension on 
anchoring, tip flow on drag, growth rate 
on drag, and tip flow on lift. We also 
conducted demonstrations of robot 
performance.
Tip extension and anchoring
Tip extension by eversion is reversible 
and allows the robot to retract by in-
verting its body without the concern of 
buckling, as can occur in air (67), be-
cause the surrounding sand supports 
the body. Inverting eliminates skin 
drag during removal from the ground 
and offers a method to control anchor-
ing force. We measured the force re-
quired to pull a robot body out of the 
sand from the base and compared it 
with the force required to reinvert the 
robot (Fig. 5A); during reinversion, the 
force is much smaller and nearly con-
stant with length.

Next, we explored how tip extension 
enables self-anchoring. Self-anchoring 

occurs when the tip reaction force that rejects the robot from the 
sand is less than the skin friction that holds the robot in place. The 
reaction force is roughly constant at a given depth, whereas skin 
friction increases with robot length. Thus, at a critical length, the 
reaction and friction forces balance each other. To test self-anchoring, 
we measured the reaction force on the base of the horizontally 
growing robot as a function of length, showing that after a critical 
length, the force drops to zero and self-anchoring occurs (Fig. 5B).
Effect of tip flow on drag
According to our results for a small, rigid test device in Fig. 4 
(B and C), we expect the soft robot to require less pressure to grow as 
tip flow rate is increased (for a given angle of flow). To test this, 
we recorded the pressure required to start growing the robot as a 
function of tip flow rates. The results in Fig. 6A show that with 
increasing airflow, the pressure required to extend the robot 
decreases.
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Fig. 4. Asymmetric tip-based airflow reduces drag and lift in horizontal intrusion with a nonmonotonic de-
pendence on flow angle. (A) Experimental setup. Intruder was dragged horizontally at two depths, with varying tip 
flow angles. N = 4 trials for tests at 43-mm depth. N = 1 trial for tests at 80-mm depth with average and SD of steady-
state forces plotted (see raw data in fig. S9). Error bars represent ±1 SD. (B) Drag forces as a function of flow angle at 
a depth of 43 mm. (C) Drag forces as a function of flow angle at a depth of 80 mm. (D) Lift forces as a function of flow 
angle at a depth of 43 mm. (E) Lift forces as a function of flow angle at a depth of 80 mm.
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Effect of growth rate on drag
On the basis of tests with rigid intruders, drag in granular media is 
rate independent at slow speeds (68, 69) but increases roughly qua-
dratically at high speeds as inertial forces become nonnegligible (11). 
We first performed low-speed vertical burrowing tests with a tip- 
extending robot body without aeration, controlling growth rate and 
measuring reaction force at the base (see Materials and Methods). 
The results (fig. S3) show that resistive force does not vary substan-
tially at low speed in 1-mm-diameter poppy seeds (used because the 
robot cannot vertically penetrate sand without fluidization). Next, 
we performed a high-speed horizontal burrowing test in sand with 
speeds up to 480 cm/s, measuring reaction force and velocity. At these 
higher rates, the robot showed a relatively large (six times) change 
in reaction force for an increase in speed of only two times (Fig. 6B). 
Images of one of the tests are shown in Fig. 6C, showing the robot 
covering 30 cm in 0.08 s.
Effect of tip flow on lift
On the basis of the results shown in Fig. 4 (D and E), we expect a 
horizontally burrowing robot to demonstrate different growth paths 
as the downward airflow rate is varied. We recorded the position of 
a vertical mast attached to the tip of the robot and protruding out of 
the sand as the robot grew horizontally with various aerating flow 
rates. Figure 6D shows that at low flow rates, lift causes the robot to 
travel at an angle substantially above horizontal; at intermediate 
flow rates, lift can be balanced near or below zero to enable diving; 
and at high flow rates, surfacing once again occurs, likely due to the 
reaction force of the airflow jet. The images in Fig. 6 (E and F) show 
the cases of low and high tip flow, respectively.
Robot performance
The subterranean performance of the burrowing robot in the hori-
zontal plane was demonstrated by traversing a sand bed in straight, 
curved, and serpentine paths (Fig. 7). In the first demonstration, the 
robot successfully traversed 60 cm of sand at a depth of about 8 cm 
with a constant downward flow rate of 140 liters/min and a speed of 

2 cm/s. In the second demonstration, the 
robot made a right turn under the same 
conditions by increasing tension on the 
right-side tendon. In the third demon-
stration, the robot turned right and then 
left to avoid a buried obstacle using 
tendon steering. The robot remained 
buried at a relatively constant depth, 
demonstrating depth control and hori-
zontal planar steering.

The robot’s performance in vertical 
burrowing was demonstrated with straight 
and “U”-shaped paths. In the first demon-
stration, the robot burrowed to a depth 
of 35 cm at 2 cm/s. Next, it used tendons 
and a controlled aeration angle to burrow 
down, underneath, and then up to the 
far side of a buried obstacle. These 
demonstrations show the robot’s ability 
to navigate vertical and horizontal ob-
stacles while maintaining depth control.

The tension in the steering tendon is 
largely independent of the surrounding 
medium for a given radius of curvature. 
Under a constant tendon displacement, 

body pressure, and radius of curvature, the tendon tension increased 
slightly with length as it grew in a bend with a 46-cm radius. As shown 
in fig. S4, the tension was roughly equivalent when turning in air, in 
loose, dry sand without airflow, and in sand with local airflow.

DISCUSSION
Here, we tested three hypotheses related to controlling subterra-
nean interaction forces in granular media. We used the results of 
these tests to design a fast, steerable, burrowing soft robot; charac-
terized the behavior of the robot; and demonstrated its capabilities. 
In this section, we discuss the implications of our experimental 
findings and robot performance.

As shown in Hypothesis 1 testing, tip extension reduces overall 
drag by an amount equal to the skin drag, meaning that with only 
frontal drag remaining, the force-resisting motion of the tip of our 
tip-extending robot is independent of length and path at a fixed depth. 
This is especially important as robot length increases; without tip 
extension, the force-resisting motion would continue to rise and, 
eventually, the robot could no longer move forward. Furthermore, 
for curved paths in robots without tip extension, we expect that 
the body would experience even higher drag due to capstan friction, 
which increases exponentially with total path curvature (70).

Tip extension also decouples the magnitude of the external force 
required to move the body of the robot (e.g., pull it from the ground) 
and the magnitude of force required to move the tip (e.g., grow or 
retract). This means that the robot can modulate its anchoring force 
by roughly seven times at a length of 90 cm (Fig. 5A) and by more for 
longer bodies, allowing it to control whether it remains firmly planted 
in the ground or slips easily out. Branching is also possible with this 
morphology of robot (71), potentially enabling multibranched 
root-like structures to further increase these anchoring forces (72).

At the same time, the decoupling of anchoring and growth forces 
results in a phenomenon we refer to as self-anchoring, wherein the 
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friction along the length of the robot body becomes larger than the 
reaction force at the tip beyond a certain length (Fig. 5B and fig. S8). 
Although tested in horizontal burrowing in this work, the effect should 
occur for vertical burrowing as well. The minimum length at which 
the robot will self-anchor can be approximated as r/2 in horizontal 
burrowing and r/ in vertical burrowing, where r is robot radius 
and  is the coefficient of friction between the robot and the 

environment (see the Supplementary 
Materials for derivation). Self-anchoring 
is especially important for cases where 
it is difficult to provide enough reaction 
force to prevent rejection from the soil. 
For instance, when burrowing in extra-
terrestrial settings with low gravity, self- 
anchoring is beneficial because it reduces 
the mass and cost of the robot base 
needed. Critically, self-anchoring allows 
a robot to apply forces on the environ-
ment that exceed its own weight.

Another advantage of steering with 
tip extension is the ability to create 
curved paths during subterranean navi-
gation. A long continuum body without 
tip extension that is pushed through the 
soil is constrained to follow a path of 
constant curvature, because the whole 
body must move forward (73). However, 
with tip extension and tip-localized 
steering, the robot is free to change cur-
vature throughout its path because the 
more proximal body remains stationary 
while the tip can extend in a range of 
directions. Our steerable robot is also 
hollow, meaning that it can create hol-
low conduits for applications such as 
installing wire or irrigation lines. Such 
conduits could be placed without dig-
ging a trench and curve around and un-
der obstacles as needed.

Last, our method of pneumatic tip ex-
tension enables the soft robot to burrow 
at high speeds. The speed (480 cm/s) 
achieved by the subsurface movement of 
the simple robot in Fig. 6 is near its limit 
in air. Higher speeds require more inter-
nal pressure, which is limited by the hoop 
stress of the fabric body. The full-sized 
robot with tip flow and steering was op-
erated at 2 cm/s. For comparison, pre-
vious steerable burrowing robots burrowed 
at 0.11 cm/s in glass beads (55), previous 
root-like robots that grew by additive 
manufacturing burrowed at 0.0067 cm/s 
in plastic beads (33), and the InSight HP 3 
probe burrowed at 0.14 cm/s (22) in sand 
on Earth. None of these designs incor-
porated a mechanism like aeration to 
reduce the strength of the surrounding 
medium. In living examples, moles (74) 

and razor clams (75) can burrow up to 1 cm/s, and the sandfish 
lizard (53) can burrow up to 10 cm/s in short bursts.

As shown in the results of Hypothesis 2 testing, aeration reduces 
drag in granular media, and although the relationship among depth, 
flow angle, and force is nonlinear, our characterization results show 
that tip flow is an effective method for reducing the force required 
to burrow in our robot. The first interesting nonlinearity we found 
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full-sized robot (see Materials and Methods) required to grow through sand as a function of tip airflow rate. The 
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image) after the robot passes beneath (see movie S5). (D) Effect of airflow rate on horizontal burrowing trajectory 
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is in the relationship between drag and depth in vertical burrowing 
while aerating. For a given flow rate, force is reduced to near zero 
until a critical depth, beyond which the effectiveness of aeration de-
creases, but is still present (Fig. 3). Texier et al. (76) also observed a 
qualitatively similar behavior in an experiment that used a vibrating 
vertical intruder to fluidize a granular media. A possible explana-
tion is that the lithostatic pressure and drag force increase with 
depth (9) to a point where the air can no longer mobilize the grains 
and fluidization is suppressed. Furthermore, with increasing depth, 
it likely becomes more difficult to fluidize the volume of sand above 

the aeration source. Because parameters 
are varied to increase the critical depth, 
the slope of the drag versus depth curve 
in the region beyond the critical depth 
increases. This could be caused by a high-
er lithostatic pressure or increased sand 
compactness due to the high-pressure 
airflow itself.

The second nonlinearity that we found 
is in the relationship between flow di-
rection and drag in horizontal burrow-
ing. Although tip flow in line with the 
direction of movement is most effective 
at reducing drag, we also found that 
airflow perpendicular to the movement 
was still effective, although none of the 
component of flow was in the direction 
of movement (Fig.  4,  B  and  C). One 
possible explanation is that air directed 
perpendicular to the motion (here, down-
ward flow for a horizontal motion) also 
fluidized the sand in front of the robot, 
as suggested by the visualization of par-
ticle flow in figure 6 in (36) showing 
the movement of particles above and 
around the air source. This might also 
explain why the force reduction in ver-
tical burrowing is much greater than in 
horizontal burrowing for a given flow 
rate: If the fluidized region tends to 
spread upward from the source, then it 
would be less effective at reducing drag 
around the tip of the robot when mov-
ing horizontally.

It is important to mention that the 
method of aeration and air fluidization 
used in our robot was only demonstrated 
in loose, dry, noncohesive sand. The 
effects observed should translate to other 
dry granular media of a similar particle 
size and shape, such as other sands and 
extraterrestrial regolith, and to media 
with larger and more spherical particles, 
but with higher required flow rates (4, 77). 
The effectiveness of aeration is likely 
limited in cohesive, damp, or saturated 
earth environments. However, water could 
be used for the fluidizing flow in these 
soils, as used by the southern sand octopus 

(O. kaurna) (42). Similarly, vibration-induced liquefaction, such as 
in sonic drilling (51, 78), or an auger drill (79) could be implemented 
in the tip-based device on our robot.

Our method of aeration uses energy from a compressed gas to 
reduce the reaction force required to burrow. For a critical depth of 
15 cm, a flow rate of 168 liters/min at 130 kPa was used, with a cor-
responding power of 550 W. Intruding at 1 cm/s for 15 s required 
42 liters of air and 8.3 kJ of energy but less than 10 N of force. For 
comparison, the work done by the intruder without aeration was 
only 5.8 J but required more than 80 N of force. This suggests that 

Fig. 7. Robot steering demonstrations. (A) Controlled horizontal burrowing to 60-cm length at a depth of 8 cm. 
(B) Right turn at a depth of 8 cm. (C) Right and then left turn to navigate around an obstacle. (D) Vertical burrowing 
up to 35 cm deep. (E) Navigating down, under, and up on the other side of a buried obstacle. (F) Navigating down, 
under, and up on the other side of a cinder block wall. Arrows follow the robot’s path and point to the tip of the robot. 
See movies S3, S4, and S6. Scale bars denote 10 cm.
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aeration does not save energy in burrowing but reduces force by an 
order of magnitude, allowing the robot to be soft and, therefore, 
steerable. The reduced reaction force would be useful in low-gravity 
applications, such as planetary or asteroid exploration, where reaction 
forces are difficult to produce. Projects such as NASA’s OSIRIS-REx’s 
asteroid sample return mission already carry compressed gas for 
granular fluidization (80).

As shown in the results of Hypothesis 3 testing, asymmetric, 
downward-directed airflow can control lift, although the relation-
ship between flow angle and lift reduction is nonmonotonic. The 
result is unique to granular media, because in a fluid, such down-
ward airflow would increase, rather than reduce, lift. Increasing the 
component of the downward airflow by varying the flow direction 
from horizontal to vertical does not monotonically decrease lift. In-
stead, around 30° from horizontal, there is a region of angles that 
actually increases lift (Fig. 4, D and E). At deeper depths and higher 
flow rates, this maximum is less pronounced. This increase does not 
appear without airflow, suggesting that it is not a product of nozzle 
geometry but could be an effect of airflow position and orientation. 
Although more study is needed to understand the granular physics 
of this behavior, we do note that the angle of repose of dry sand is 
about 30° (81). Ding et al. (10) found that lift in granular media was 
caused by sand being pushed up a slip plane, suggesting that aera-
tion or fluidization along a slip direction could affect lift differently 
than at other angles. Last, we note that although lift increases with 
depth, it eventually saturates (9), suggesting that lift would still be 
an issue for a robot that burrows horizontally much deeper than 
ours, but would be smaller in comparison with the ever-increasing 
drag force.

Our work presents a terradynamic understanding of burrowing 
in granular media and applies the key results to design a soft robot 
that controls subterranean interaction forces to achieve fast, steer-
able burrowing in three dimensions. Although our method of bur-
rowing may not be ideal for soil penetration beyond a few meters, it 
offers improved performance in long, shallow, directional burrow-
ing. Potential applications on Earth include soil sampling; minimally 
invasive irrigation, wire, or geothermal loop installation without 
trenches; erosion control; search and rescue; and granary inspec-
tion. Our method is also well suited for dry, low-gravity, extrater-
restrial environments, where reactive forces may be difficult to 
produce. Example applications include thermal sensor placement 
on Mars, volcanic tunnel exploration on the moon, asteroid sam-
pling or anchoring, and granular ice exploration on Enceladus, a 
moon of Saturn. More broadly, the mechanisms for controlling 
subterranean forces investigated in this paper are useful beyond the 
scope of a small burrowing robot. Future work could examine inte-
grating tip extension with conventional drilling and exploration 
technologies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Robot fabrication
Details of the burrowing robot are shown in Fig. 1, fig. S1, and movies 
S1 and S2. It features three main components: the everting body, the 
tip-flow air supply line, and the steering mechanism.

The everting body is made of two layers of 50-m-thick silicone 
and urethane impregnated ripstop nylon (Seattle Fabrics; measured 
initial modulus of 74 MPa along fibers, 9.0 MPa at 45° bias), ad-
hered together into a 60-mm-diameter, 2-m-long tube with room 

temperature vulcanizing silicone adhesive (Sil-Poxy, Smooth-On 
Inc.). One layer is oriented with its threads along the axial and cir-
cumferential axis of the robot and the other at a 45° angle for axial 
and torsional stiffness, respectively. A string is attached to the tail of 
the robot that can be pulled to retract the robot. The end of the body 
is sealed around a solid, 60-mm-diameter Delrin cylinder fixed to 
an air supply, with dynamic seals for the tail string and tip-flow air 
supply line to pass through.

The air supply line is made of two nested concentric nylon tubes 
(inner diameters of 2.4 and 6.4 mm) for separate forward and per-
pendicular (downward) airflow, wrapped in a carbon fiber braid 
and polytetrafluoroethylene sleeve with an outer diameter of 9.5 mm 
for increased torsional stiffness and reduced friction, respectively. 
The forward-facing nozzle is a simple hole, whereas the downward 
nozzle is “T” shaped, spreading the flow to the width of the robot. 
Attached to the airflow nozzle is a 55 mm–by–25 mm fiberglass 
wedge, at a 10° angle of attack. It is positioned 15 mm in front of the 
downward nozzle so that the aeration does not negate its affects. 
The forward airflow supply line passes through the center of the 
wedge, negating its affects during vertical burrowing. Inside the 
body of the robot but around the airflow supply line is a constric-
tion ring made of 6-mm-thick neoprene foam that seals the inverted 
body material to the supply lines at the tip. Sealing at the distal end 
of the inverted body material allows the internal body pressure to 
equalize on either side of the material, reducing the pressure and 
friction that it exerts on the supply line. This helps prevent the air 
supply line from being spit out of the body as it everts and reduces 
tension on the supply line while increasing tension in the body wall, 
enabling the body to take a stable shape.

Four 1.6-mm-diameter braided steel tendons control steering. 
They are equally spaced around the circumference of the body, run-
ning through 2.4–mm–inner diameter, 2-cm-long nylon guides ad-
hered 2 cm apart along the length of the body with silicone adhesive, 
and covered in a ripstop nylon sheath. As the tendon is shortened, 
these nylon guides collide, setting a minimum radius of curvature of 
19 cm that prevents kinking in any one section of the robot.

The robot weighs 780 g including the everting body, airflow sup-
ply line, and seals. It requires an additional 390 g of body and airflow 
tube per meter of length. The robot body pressure is supplied by up 
to 150 kPa of compressed air or nitrogen, whereas the forward and 
downward airflow tubes can supply up to 30 and 300 liters/min 
of compressed gas from a 1-MPa source, respectively.

Experimental methods
Two nearly identical dry, silica sands were used in this study. One 
was Cemex Lapis Lustre 30 Mesh Sand with polydisperse particles 
ranging in diameter from 300 to 850 m. The second was Quikrete 
Filter Sand with polydisperse particles ranging in diameter from 
425 to 850 m. Sand beds were fluidized between all trials with air 
or nitrogen for a repeatable initial condition with an approximate 
volume fraction of 58%. Please see the “Experimental methods” 
section in the Supplementary Materials for a complete description 
of the experimental methods.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
robotics.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/6/55/eabe2922/DC1
Experimental methods
Derivation of critical length for self-anchoring
Figs. S1 to S9
Movies S1 to S6
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